AbstraeL Let A be a subset of the unit ball in R n, and let 0 < r < 1 be real. Find a point x for which the intersection of the r-neighborhood of x with A has a large measure. Tight bounds on this measure are found.
General
After dinner a round bowl of chocolate-and-vanilla ice-cream is served. )~ percent of the ice-cream is chocolate, your favorite flavor. You have a round scoop with which to probe the dessert and your goal is to maximize the percentage of chocolate ice-cream in your scoop. How well can you do?
More formally, let A be a measurable subset of the unit ball • in IR n. We seek, for every r < 1, an r-central point Xr--i.e., a point whose r-neighborhood has a large intersection with A. Specifically we aim to maximize # (A f~ Br(xr) 
)/lz(A).
This question can also be turned around: What is the largest measure of A c_ B in Ig n that intersects every ball of radius r in a set of measure < t? As stated, this is a natural question in integral geometry. For analogous problems in the realm of finite graphs, see [LPRS] .
We also consider the existence of a central point x* for which #(A A Br(X*))/Iz(A) is reasonably large for all r < 1.
For both questions, we seek answers that hold for every measurable set A. Our results are presented in the following two theorems: This result is tight up to the constant c.
Theorem 1,2. There is a constant c > 0 such that, for every A c_ •, there is a point x* E ]R n such that, for every r <_ 1, lz(A tq Br(X*)) ~(A)

Notation
The asymptotic notations ~9, O, f2 are used throughout. Let f, g be two positive functions of n (possibly of other parameters as well). Then:
9 f = O(g) if there are constants no, c > 0 such that, for every n > no, f(n) < c. g(n). 9 f = f2(g) if there are constants no, c > 0 such that, for every n > no, f(n) >_ c. g(n) .
We always reserve n to denote the dimension of the space R n containing A, while no, c denote absolute constants. Also, we occasionally use a notation such as (1 -O(l/n)) n, where the O(1/n) stands for some unspecified function that is O(1/n).
let Br(x) : {y E ~n: IlY --xll _< r} be the ball of radius r around x, and let 
For Every r There is an r-Central Point
We start with two easy attempts at proving Theorem 1.1. These approaches provide the desired proof for r < 1/.,/'ft. The first attempt is introduced in: Lemma3.1.
lf A c ]~, then for any r <_ 1 there is a point x ~ ~" such that (,+r) n [d,(A ('~ nr(X) 
Proof. The proof follows from the fact that the balls Br(x) for x e Bl+r cover A uniformly, so at least one of these balls must achieve the average, i.e., there is a point Proof. The proof is a slight variation on the previous one. Namely, it is shown that the family of balls {Br(x) Ix e B l~/i~} covers B almost uniformly, to within a factor of two. To see this note that the half ball H = {y e Br(x)l < x, y -x > < 0} is contained in B 1~/7~-~ n Br (x). Of course H ___ Br (x) and H _c B l~/i-~-7, since, for every y e H, Ilyll 2 = Ilxll 2 + Ily -xl[ 2 4-2(x, y -x) < Ilxll 2 + Ily -xll 2 < 1 q-r 2.
Rewrite this as
Ix (Br(x) ) >_ Ix({y e B ~'~Ix 9 Br(y)}) >_ 89 .
(1)
Hence, the balls {Br(y)ly E BI~v/T-~r2} cover B almost uniformly within a factor of two (of course the same holds for covering A c ~), i.e., maXxeA /z({y e B l~/i-~r, lX ~ Br(y)}) <_ 2 minxeA 
}) .
This allows us to derive the desired conclusion as in Lemma 3.1 with a loss of at most a factor of two.
[] Therefore from now on we are only interested in the range 1/x/'n < r < 1. Here spherical shells (i.e., the difference set of two concentric balls) play a central role in our considerations. We start by proving (Lemma 3.5) that if A is a spherical shell of width (9 (1 / n), then the best choice of xr achieves
Since this establishes the tightness (upper bound) of the theorem, we only need to find a point xr achieving the required bound for the general A _c B. This is done first for A being a subset of the spherical shell of width t0(1/n) (Lemma 3.6), and then for a general A by considering its intersection with concentric spherical shells. The decomposition of B into concentric shells is in the same spirit as the Calder6n-Zygmund decomposition [T] . First we derive certain estimations that will be needed throughout.
Fact 3.1 (see [C] In(e)
Proof.
Then
Assume n > 1 and define An (e) through the relation cos(e + An(e)) = (1 --1) cose.
= lncose -Incos(e + An(e))
e+An(e) = tan x dx.
Since tan x is an increasing function, and the left-hand side does not depend on e, An(e) must decrease with e. Definee0 = e, ei+l = ei+Si whereS/ = An(ei).Observethatcos n ei+l ~ (1 --1/n) n cos n ei = O(cos n ei). This allows us to estimate In(e) = ~,i=of~i+lcosnCr ot dct-~ ()-~4 =0 8i cosn ei )" The last sum is bounded below by its first term 80 cos n e. Since 8i are f11_~ Sp,c~(p,llxrl) dp
x fl I Sp dp
Since e = O(1/n) the variable surface areas Sp differ from the constant $1 only by a constant factor. This allows us to write
Consider first r < 1 -2e. Then the angle or(p, d) is determined by the triangle shown in Fig. 2 . Now r 5 1 -2e < 1 -e < p < 1 implies that the angle t~(p, d) 5 =/2, so Lemma 3.4 can be applied, and thus , d) ) dp . Our intention is to show that the integrand ~ (sin ot (p, d)) varies at most by a constant factor over the integration range 1 -e < p < 1. More specifically, we claim that sin or(p, d) varies by no more than a 1 4-O(1/n) factor, while cosa(p, d) varies by no more than a constant factor over that range.
To get our analysis started we consider din, the d that maximizes ~.. For fixed p and r, or(p, d) is a unimodal function ofd that is maximized when d 2 -t-r 2 = p2. Then d,n must satisfy
(1 --E) 2 ~__ d 2 + r 2 <_ 1.
Otherwise, say d 2 + r z > 1 > p2. Then by decreasing d slightly, the unimodal ot (p, d) increases for all p's, and since q' and sin(-) are increasing the integral must grow. The other case is handled similarly. From now on d := d,n is fixed. We turn to estimating the change in sin a(p, d) and cos a(p, d) over the integration rangel-e<p< 1. Now
--r 2 > (l --6) 2 --r 2 = (--6 --r)(--e + r) = l(1--r+(1--26--r))(l+r+(1+r--26))
> 88 --r)(1 +r) = 88 --r2).
Whence 1 -r 2 = 19((1 -e) 2 --r2). Rewrite (6) as
(1--e)2--r 2 ~ d2_< 1-r 2, which by the last remark says that d 2 = | -e)2_ r e ) = 19(1 -r2), so, for every 1 -e _< p _< 1, this implies p2 _ r 2 = i~(d2).
By the cosine theorem, To estimate the change in sinot(p, d) over 1 -r < p < 1, define also the angle /3(p, d) by the triangle shown in Fig. 3 . By high-school trigonometry
From (1 -e) z < p2, d 2 + r 2 < 1 we conclude
The denominator is unimodal as a function of r over 1/4eft < r < 1 --2e, so the minimum is obtained at either end. Since e = 19 (1 /n ), it can be checked that at both ends the denominator is 19(1/n), so (d 2 + r e -pZ)2/4r2d2 = O(1/n), andwe conclude that
sinu(p,d)=r'(l+O(1)).
(10) Therefore sin n-1 or(p, d) = O(rn-1). Together with (9) this yields the desired 9 (sinu(p, d)) = 19(qJ (r)), and by (5) we get X = 19(qJ(r)) as needed. Now turn to the case 1 -2e < r < 1 and show that both kO(r) and ~. are 19(1) in this range, so X = o(qs(r)) as needed.
Since ~/1 -r 2 < ~/1 -(1 -2e) 2 = ~/4e(1 -e)and e = 19(i/n), it follows that ~/1 -r 2 = O(1/~/-n), i.e., 1 + .r162 _ r 2 = 19(1). Therefore This expression increases with p and p < 1, and since r > 1 -2e we get
is 19(1). The denominator is 19(1) and for the numerator
Then, for all 1 -e < p < 1, Sp.~p,d)/Sp = f2(1), and (4) yields X = f2 (1) Remark 3.3. In the above proof, it turned out that for all 1/~rff < r < 1 the choice of x such that Ilxll = ~/1 -r 2 is optimal up to a constant factor, and that for this choice
Sp,~(p.llxll)/S p = |
for all 1 -e < p < 1.
We now move on to sets A which are contained in some spherical shell.
Lemma 3.6.
<1,
Let A c_ B\B1_~ in I~ n where e = O(1/n). Then, for every 1/~/-ff < r
Proof. The proof is by averaging over all x E led, where d = ~/1 --r 2. Let #t be the normalized Haar measure on Et. We saw in the proof of Lemma 3.5 that Sp,a(p,d) 
Sp
where Ilxll = d (= v~ -r2). Integrating overx e I:d with respect to/za yields #({(x, y) e Ed x ~p: IIx -yll -< r}) = O(qJ(r)),
where # =/za x #p. []
There Is a Center Good for Every r
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is split into Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. 
Since li is a decreasing sequence of closed sets, there is a point x ~ hi_>0 li. Given r, choose the least i such that li c_ Br(x). Whence r < 4~/'n/2 i (two times the diameter of li), and we have
For every A C_ B, there is a point x E ~n such that, for all 0 < r < 1,
Proof Fix A _c •, 0 < r < 1 and introduce a parameter 0 < ot < 1 to be determined later. Construct sequences {Xi}i>O, {Xi}i> 0 so that xic_B ,(xi) and u(xina) (
# ( [] Remark 4.1. We still do not know the best possible bound for Theorem 1.2. However, we do know it to be weaker than that of Theorem 1.1. Consider the situation where the set A is a very thin shell. Since the center x wilt have to be good for all 0 < r < 1, we have to choose x e A although for any r we can do asymptotically better by letting Ilxll = ~/1-r 2.
